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Abstract
We consider a new idea for a storage model on n nodes, namely sta-
bility of shape. These nodes support K neighborhoods Si ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
and items arrive at the Si as independent Poisson streams with rates
λi, i = 1, . . . , K. Upon arrival at Si an item is stored at node j ∈ Si
where j is determined by some policy. Under natural conditions on
the λi we exhibit simple local policies such that the multidimensional
process describing the evolution of the number of items at each node
is positive recurrent (stable) in shape.
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1 Description of the model
Stability in shape is of interest in several models. There are of course various
growth models, see for example the crystal growth model studied in [1],
though the methods used there are very different from those we use in this
paper. Another model which is relevant is a queueing system with server
vacations or maintenance periods where stability in shape can be seen as a
fairness criterion for arriving jobs. It is also reasonable to view our storage
model as a simplified version of the supermarket model (by dropping the
service), see for example [6].
We have chosen to focus on the routing aspect of the model here. Rather
more complex phenomena appear when service is considered as well and we
are investigating a model in which service times are dependent upon both
the arrival neighborhood and the allocated server.
We consider a storage system (or library) with a finite number of nodes
where identical items are to be stored. The n nodes support non-empty
neighborhoods Si, i = 1, . . . , K with
K⋃
i=1
Si = {1, . . . , n},
and 1 ≤ K ≤ 2n − 1. Items arrive at the neighborhoods as independent
Poisson processes with rates λi > 0 at Si, i = 1, . . . , K where we suppose
that
∑n
i=1 λi = 1. Upon arrival at Si an item is stored at a node j ∈ Si
where j is chosen by some policy. We consider local Markov policies where
each allocation decision is a function of the state, at the arrival time of the
item, of the neighborhood where the item arrives. We will make this more
precise below.
Let |Si| = κi denote the size of neighborhood i and suppose the nodes
in Si are enumerated in some way, so that Si = {si1, . . . , siκi}.
Definition 1.1. We say that j, k ∈ {1, . . . , n} are neighbors (and write
j ∼ k), if j, k ∈ Si for some i.
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This equivalence relation can be used to define the graph G with vertices
{1, . . . , n} and edges E , where w = 〈j, k〉 ∈ E iff j ∼ k. Our main result
(Theorem 3.1) needs the following assumption.
Condition 1.1. The graph G is connected.
Denote the configuration of the system at moment t by
X(t) =
(
X1(t), . . . ,Xn(t)
)
,
where Xi(t) is the number of items stored at node i at time t. The center
of mass or average load of the configuration is
M(t) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Xi(t),
and we denote the shape of the configuration by
X˜(t) =
(
X˜1(t), . . . , X˜n(t)
)
=
(
X1(t)−M(t), . . . ,Xn(t)−M(t)
)
,
the vector of loads relative to the center of mass. Note that, if a new item
arrives at time t, then M(t) =M(t−)+ 1n . Also, if we know the shape X˜(t),
it implies that we know which node is minimally loaded and we know the
load differences between the nodes (as Xi(t)−Xj(t) = X˜i(t)− X˜j(t)).
Obviously, the process X(t) is Markovian for any decision rule that de-
pends only on the current node loads. In order for the process X˜(t) to be
Markovian, we require that the decision of choosing the node is made accord-
ingly to some decision rule which depends only on the current shape of the
system. Also, we are mainly interested in local decision rules, that is, if an
item arrives to the set Si, then the only information about the configuration
of the system that can be used to make a decision is what happens in the set
Si. For example, the decision can be based on the differences X˜l(t)− X˜j(t),
l, j ∈ Si.
If the decision rule is configuration independent and time homogeneous
this gives rise to a space homogeneous (n − 1)-dimensional random walk,
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which is transient for n > 3 and at best null recurrent for n ≤ 3. Therefore,
if one wants positive recurrence in shape, the decision rule must depend on
current configuration. Of course, all nodes must receive arrivals for ergodic-
ity in shape to be achieved, hence the walk cannot live in a lower dimensional
sub-space. So, our goal is to find a rule for redistributing the arriving items
at each moment of time in a way to have positive recurrence in shape. One
of the possible choices is to send the item to the node with minimal load Si
(Join the Shortest Queue routing policy).
We present four routing policies. Two ensure the same rate of the arrivals
to different nodes, and the two others guarantee stability in shape, if some
explicit conditions are fulfilled. We note also that the conditions we refer to
can be easily checked in practice and the implementation of routing policies
we propose is algorithmically simple.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the nota-
tions and define the routing policies, in Section 3 we state the results. In
Section 4.1 we formulate the known facts we will use in our proofs. In Sec-
tion 4.2, we prove Theorem 3.1, for which we need some auxiliary lemmas,
and then we prove Theorem 3.2. In Section 4.3, we first prove a lemma that
translates the condition of Theorem 3.3 into the language of convex analysis,
and prove Theorem 3.3.
2 Notations and definitions
Let us first introduce some notation. For i = 1, . . . ,K denote by Λi the set
of points p(i) = (p
(i)
1 , . . . , p
(i)
κi ) ∈ Rκi such that
p
(i)
j ≥ 0 for j = 1, . . . , κi,∑κi
j=1 p
(i)
j = 1.
(2.1)
We use rather standard convention that a vector x ≥ 0 if its components
are non-negative, and x > 0 if its components are strictly positive.
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By F denote the linear transformation that takes a point x ∈ Rn to the
point y ∈ Rn such that yi = xi − 1n
∑n
j=1 xj for i = 1, . . . , n. In words, the
point y represents deviations from the center of mass for the configuration
x. Let
M = F (Rn) =
{
y ∈ Rn :
n∑
i=1
yi = 0
}
. (2.2)
Let X˜(t) = F [X(t)]. The state space of the process X˜(t) is
M = F (Nn) =
{
y ∈ (n−1Z)n : n∑
i=1
yi = 0
}
. (2.3)
Therefore,M⊂M. We can say informally that the dimension of the process
X˜(t) is 1 less than the dimension of X(t).
A point x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Nn represents the load of the system. By
xSi denote the load of the nodes in Si. Let 1 be the vector with all ones:
1 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nn.
Now we define the notion of routing policy (RP).
Definition 2.1. A routing policy P is a function that takes a configuration
x ∈ Nn to a point P (x) = (P (1)(x), . . . , P (K)(x)) ∈∏Ki=1 Λi. For the process
X(t) (or X˜(t)) with routing policy P , an item arriving at neighbourhood Si,
when the configuration of the system is x, is routed to node sij with probability
P
(i)
j (x). The decisions are made independently for each arrival.
For the process X˜(t) to be Markovian, we suppose that all routing poli-
cies satisfy the following
Condition 2.1. The routing policy P depends only on the current configura-
tion shape, that is, for any admissible x and c ∈ Z we have P (x+c1) = P (x).
The decision about routing can be made using the complete information
about configuration shape, or only partial information:
Definition 2.2. We say that a routing policy P is local if, for i = 1, . . . ,K,
the function P (i)(x) depends only on the load of the nodes in Si: for any x
and y such that xSi = ySi, we have P
(i)(x) = P (i)(y).
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In this paper we will consider four local routing policies.
Definition 2.3. An equilibrium routing policy (ERP) is a routing policy P
such that P does not depend on x and the resulting arrivals at all nodes are
independent Poisson processes with the same rate 1/n (recall that
∑K
i=1 λi =
1).
Definition 2.4. A strong equilibrium routing policy (SERP) is an ERP
with P > 0.
Let us consider the following system of linear equations:

∑κi
j=1 αij = λi for i = 1, . . . ,K,∑K
i=1
∑κi
j=1 αijδℓ,sij
= 1n for ℓ = 1, . . . , n,
(2.4)
where δℓ,m is a Kronecker delta.
Remark 2.1. The system (2.4) is a special case of the maximum bipartite
matching problem and necessary and sufficient conditions for existence of
positive/non-negative solutions are well-known.
For each non-empty collection of neighbourhoods J ⊂ {1, 2, . . . ,K} let
SJ = ∪j∈JSj and let nJ denote the number of nodes in SJ . Then,∑
j∈J
λj ≤ nJ/n for all J ⊂ {1, . . . ,K} (2.5)
is necessary and sufficient for existence of non-negative solutions to (2.4).
Strict inequality in (2.5) for all J except ∅ and {1, 2, . . . K} is necessary and
sufficient for the existence of positive solutions to (2.4).
Indeed, if (2.5) is not satisfied, then at least one node in some SJ must
receive items at rate greater than 1/n, under any routing policy. The suf-
ficiency can be shown using maximum-flow minimum-cut method (cf., for
example, [4, 8]).
Remark 2.2. Note that for any parameters of the model S1, . . . , SK and
λ1, . . . , λn we have:
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• there exists an ERP iff (2.4) has a non-negative solution;
• there exists a SERP iff (2.4) has a positive solution.
Indeed, if (2.4) has a non-negative/positive solution we can define
P
(i)
j (x) = αij/λi.
If we have an ERP/SERP, then
αij = λiP
(i)
j (x)
is a non-negative/positive solution of (2.4).
We also rewrite this statement in the language of convex analysis (see
Lemma 4.5).
As solving (2.4) is a problem of linear programming, the existence of
SERP can be easily checked in practice.
Example 2.1.
• Consider a system with n = 3 nodes and all possible neighborhoods of
size 2, λ1 + λ2 + λ3 = 1. Then, there exists a positive solution of the
system (2.4) iff λi < 2/3 for i = 1, 2, 3.
• Similarly, for n = 4 and all possible neighbourhoods of size 2, there
exists a positive solution of the system (2.4) iff λj < 1/2, j = 1, . . . , 6,
and
∑
j∈J λj < 3/4 for all J such that nJ = 3.
Now we define the other two routing policies which we study. For x ∈ Nn,
let
sijmax(x) = max
{
sij ∈ Si : xsij = maxl=1,...,κi{xsil}
}
(2.6)
and
sijmin(x) = min
{
sij ∈ Si : xsij = minl=1,...,κi{xsil}
}
. (2.7)
In words, for any load of the system x ∈ Nn, sijmin(x) is the first node in Si
such that in this node the load is minimal, sijmax(x) is the last node in Si
such that in this node the load is maximal.
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Definition 2.5. Join the Shortest Queue (JSQ) routing policy is the routing
policy P (x) =
(
P (1)(x), . . . , P (K)(x)
)
, where
P
(i)
j (x) =
{
1 if sij = s
i
jmin
(x),
0 otherwise.
Definition 2.6. Suppose that there exists a positive solution αij of (2.4).
Let 0 < ε < minαij . We define ε-perturbed strong equilibrium routing
policy (ε-PSERP) as P (x) =
(
P (1)(x), . . . , P (K)(x)
)
, where
P
(i)
j (x) =


αij+ε
λi
if sij = s
i
jmin
(x),
αij−ε
λi
if sij = s
i
jmax(x),
αij
λi
otherwise.
If κi = 1 (i.e., the neighborhood Si has size 1), then we have no freedom to
choose probabilities and P
(i)
j (x) = 1 for any x.
Note that in each of the four cases the routing policy can be chosen to be
local. Indeed, in the case of JSQ it is clear immediately from the definition.
In each of the other three cases, we first need to note that we can choose
the same solution of (2.4) for all x ∈ Nn, then it is easy to see that the
corresponding policy is local. Moreover, in the cases of ERP and SERP it
does not depend on x.
We study the behavior of the process X˜(t) that has state space M. In
order to simplify the notation, we prefer to keep the same symbol for the
process with any RP; instead when dealing with X(t) or X˜(t) we will state
explicitly which RP is used.
Let {Xe(m)}m∈N (resp. {X˜e(m)}m∈N) be the embedded Markov chain
for the process {X(t)}t≥0 (resp. {X˜(t)}t≥0), obtained when we look at
the system only at the moments of arrivals. Note that {Xe(m)}m∈N and
{X˜e(m)}m∈N are indeed Markov chains, as the arrivals are Poisson. Note
also that {X˜e(m)}m∈N has period n under any of the policies considered
(indeed, if X˜e(m) = x˜, we need the same number of items to arrive at every
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node to obtain X˜e(m′) = x˜, so we must have m′ = nl for some l). For
ERP, SERP and ε-PSERP the process {X˜e(m)}m∈N is irreducible, as all
nodes have positive arrival rates and thus any shape can be obtained from
any other shape. The situation is more delicate for JSQ routing policy. For
example, with JSQ, if node j does not belong to a neighborhood of size
1, then starting from configuration X˜e(0) = 0 it is impossible to obtain
configuration with X˜ei (m) = x˜ for all i 6= j and X˜ej (m) = x˜ + 2/n. It
important to note, however, that the configuration X˜e(m) = 0 is reachable
from any configuration.
By τ denote the time of the first return to the origin:
τ = inf{m > 0 : X˜e(m) = 0}. (2.8)
We say that
(a) {X˜e(m)}m∈N is transient if P(τ =∞ | X˜e(0) = 0) > 0,
(b) {X˜e(m)}m∈N is recurrent if P(τ <∞ | X˜e(0) = x˜) = 1 for any x˜ ∈ M,
(c) {X˜e(m)}m∈N is positive recurrent if E(τ | X˜e(0) = x˜) < ∞ for any
x˜ ∈ M.
We prefer to give the definition in this form because, as we will see below,
(b) and (c) either hold for all or for no x˜ ∈ M.
3 Recurrence/transience classification
Since the rates of our processes are bounded away from 0 and ∞, positive
recurrence of {X˜(t)}t≥0 is equivalent to positive recurrence of {X˜e(m)}m∈N.
So, we will prove the results for {X˜e(m)}m∈N.
Define the shape magnitude as
D
(
X˜(t)
)
=
n∑
i=1
(
X˜i(t)
)2
=
n∑
i=1
(
Xi(t)−M(t)
)2
(3.1)
(
so D
(
X˜(t)
)
is in fact the square of the Euclidean norm of X˜(t)
)
.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that Condition 1.1 is satisfied and there exists a
positive solution of (2.4).
(i) Suppose that we construct the process {X˜e(m)}m∈N using either JSQ
routing policy or ε-PSERP. Then X˜e(m) is positive recurrent. More-
over, there exists c > 0 such that for all 0 < c′ < c we have
E(ec
′τ | X˜e(0) = x) <∞
for all x.
(ii) Also, JSQ routing policy minimizes the expected shape magnitude, that
is, for any routing policy we have
Eany RP
[
D
(
X˜e(m+ 1)
) | X˜e(m) = x]
≥ EJSQ[D(X˜e(m+ 1)) | X˜e(m) = x].
Note that using ERP or SERP it is impossible to have positive recur-
rence of X˜e(m). Indeed, these routing policies provide independent Poisson
arrivals with the same rate to all nodes. Then the behavior of the shape can
be described by a (n − 1)-dimensional random walk with zero drift, which
is transient if n > 3 and null-recurrent if n ≤ 3.
If the Condition 1.1 is not fulfilled, then we have two or more discon-
nected components, that is, sets of nodes such that arrivals to one of these
sets cannot be routed to the other. In this case, it is impossible to obtain
positive recurrence in shape, for any routing policy. If the number of dis-
connected components is at least 4, then even null-recurrence is impossible
(as in the argument above).
We also have the following converse results (in some sense) to Theo-
rem 3.1. Note that in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we do not require the routing
policy P to be local.
Theorem 3.2. Fix the parameters of the model: S1, . . . , SK , λ1, . . . , λK .
Suppose that there exists a routing policy P such that the process X˜(t) with
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the routing policy P is recurrent. Then there exists a non-negative solution
of (2.4) (and thus for the model with these parameters there exists an ERP).
We can also rewrite Theorem 3.2 in a different way:
Corollary 3.1. Fix the parameters of the model: S1, . . . , SK , λ1, . . . , λK .
Suppose that there is no non-negative solution αij of the system (2.4). Then
for any routing policy P , the process X˜(t) with the routing policy P is tran-
sient.
Theorem 3.3. Fix the parameters of the model: S1, . . . , SK , λ1, . . . , λK .
Suppose that there is no positive solution αij of the system (2.4). Then
for any routing policy P , the process X˜(t) with the routing policy P is not
positive recurrent.
The following problem is still open. Fix the parameters of the model:
S1, . . . , SK , λ1, . . . , λK . Suppose that there is no positive solution αij of
the system (2.4), but there exists a non-negative solution. Under which
conditions on the parameters of the model S1, . . . , SK, λ1, . . . , λK (and n)
does there exist a (local) routing policy P such that the process X˜(t) with
the routing policy P is recurrent?
4 Proofs
The structure of this section is as follows. First (Section 4.1) we formulate
some known fact which we will use in our proofs. In Section 4.2, we in-
troduce some notations and define two functions (f and g) we will use to
prove Theorem 3.1. Then we prove four lemmas, obtaining bounds on
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x]
for JSQ and ε-PSERP. Using these bounds, we prove Theorem 3.1. Then
we prove Theorem 3.2. In Section 4.3, we first recall some definitions from
complex analysis and apply these to our model. Then we prove Lemma 4.5,
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which translates the condition of Theorem 3.3 into the language of convex
analysis, and then we finish the proof of Theorem 3.3.
4.1 Preliminaries
We state some known results that we will use in our proofs. Note that The-
orems 4.1 and 4.2 are Theorems 2.2.3 and 2.2.6 respectively from [3], where
we use ‘positive recurrent’ instead of ‘ergodic’. This change is necessary
as our Markov chains are periodic. That the results also hold for periodic
chains is mentioned in Section 1.1 of [3]. In fact, to see that the reformulated
theorems are valid it suffices to consider the Markov chain ηℓ at embedded
instants ℓ = k + pr, where p is the period of the chain and k is a fixed
number.
Let us consider a time homogeneous irreducible Markov chain ηm with
countable state space H.
Theorem 4.1. The Markov chain ηm is positive recurrent if and only if
there exists a positive function f(x), x ∈ H, a number ε > 0 and a finite set
A ∈ H such that for every m we have
E[f(ηm+1)− f(ηm) | ηm = x] ≤ −ε, x /∈ A, (4.1)
E[f(ηm+1) | ηm = x] < ∞, x ∈ A.
Theorem 4.2. For the Markov chain ηm to be not positive recurrent, it is
sufficient that there exists a function f(x), x ∈ H, and constants C ∈ R and
d > 0 such that
• for every m we have
E[f(ηm+1)− f(ηm) | ηm = x] ≥ 0, x ∈ {f(x) > C},
where the sets {x | f(x) > C} and {x | f(x) ≤ C} are non empty;
• for every m we have
E
[|f(ηm+1)− f(ηm)| | ηm = x] ≤ d, x ∈ H.
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The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1.7
from [3].
Theorem 4.3. Let (Ω,F ,P) be the probability space and {Fn, n ≥ 0} be
an increasing family of σ-algebras. Let {Sl, l ≥ 0} be a sequence of random
variables such that Sl is Fl-measurable, and S0 is a constant. Let
yk+1 = Sk+1 −Sk.
If there exist positive numbers ε, M , such that for each k we have
E[yk+1 | Fk] ≤ −ε, a.s.
|yk+1| < M a.s.,
then, for any δ1 < ε, there exist constants C = C(S0) and δ2 > 0, such
that, for any m > 0,
P[Sm > −δ1m] < Ce−δ2m.
4.2 Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2
To prove Theorem 3.1, we need some additional notations and four lemmas.
Suppose that we are using either JSQ routing policy or ε-PSERP to
construct the process Xe(m) (for now, it does not matter which one). We
are going to construct a supermartingale with bounded jumps, that will
allow us to obtain exponential bounds on τ (see (2.8) for the definition of
τ) and thus to prove positive recurrence of X˜e(m).
Let
f
(
Xe(m)
)
= f
(
Xe1(m), . . . ,X
e
n(m)
)
=
n∑
i=1
(
Xei (m)−M e(m)
)2
= D
(
X˜e(m)
)
,
where D
(
X˜e(m)
)
is the shape magnitude defined in (3.1) and
g
(
X˜e(m)
)
=
√
f
(
Xe(m)
)
=
( n∑
i=1
(
Xei (m)−M e(m)
)2)1/2
.
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We will prove that g
(
X˜e(m)
)
is a supermartingale with bounded jumps. To
do that, we will need some auxiliary lemmas. In Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we
estimate E
[
f
(
Xe(m + 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x] in terms of Xe(m)
for ε-PSERP and JSQ respectively. In Lemma 4.3 we obtain a bound on∣∣f(Xe(m+ 1)) − f(Xe(m))∣∣, which is needed for the proof that g(X˜e(m))
has bounded jumps.
First, we introduce the process
(
Y1(m), . . . , Yn(m)
)
obtained when the
item that arrives at Si is directed to node s
i
j with probability p
(i)
j = αij/λi,
j = 1, . . . κi (that is, using SERP). The processes X
e(m) and Y (m) are
defined in the same probability space, use the same arrivals, and if Xe(m) =
Y (m) = x, then Xe(m + 1) and Y (m + 1) are obtained from x using the
respective routing policies (independently for Xe(m+1) and Y (m+1)). In
addition, it is clear that P
(
Y (m) = x
)
> 0 iff P
(
Xe(m) = x
)
> 0.
Using the fact that αij’s are such that arriving items are routed to node
i with probability 1/n for any i, we have
E
[(
Yi(m+ 1)−MY (m+ 1)
)2 − (Yi(m)−MY (m))2 | Y (m)]
=
1
n
((
Yi(m) + 1−MY (m)− 1
n
)2
− (Yi(m)−MY (m))2)
+
n− 1
n
((
Yi(m)−MY (m)− 1
n
)2 − (Yi(m)−MY (m))2)
=
1
n
− 1
n2
, (4.2)
where MY (m) = 1n
∑n
k=1 Y (k), as M
Y (m+ 1) =MY (m) + 1n . Thus,
E
[
f
(
Y (m+ 1)
)− f(Y (m)) | Y (m)] = n( 1
n
− 1
n2
)
= 1− 1
n
. (4.3)
Denote by Ci the event that an item arrives at set Si. Recall (2.6)
and (2.7). From now on, in order to simplify notation, instead of writing
sijmax
(
Xe(m)
)
and sijmin
(
Xe(m)
)
, we will write sijmax and s
i
jmin
. Also, instead
of Xe
sij
(m) we will write Xe(i, j,m); analogously for X˜e(t), Y (m) and Y˜ (m).
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that the process {Xe(m)}m∈N is constructed using
ε-PSERP. Then
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x]
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= −2ε
K∑
i=1
(
Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
+ 1− 1
n
. (4.4)
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Suppose |Si| > 1. We have, for x such that P
(
Xe(m) =
x
)
> 0
(
and thus P
(
Y (m) = x
)
> 0
)
,
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Y (m+ 1)) | Xe(m) = Y (m) = x, Ci]
= E
[ κi∑
j=1
(
X˜e(i, j,m + 1)
)2 − (Y˜ (i, j,m + 1))2 ∣∣ Xe(m) = Y (m) = x, Ci]
=
ε
λi
((
Xe(i, jmin,m) + 1−M e(m)− 1
n
)2
+
∑
j 6=jmin
(
Xe(i, j,m) −M e(m)− 1
n
)2)
− ε
λi
((
Xe(i, jmax,m) + 1−M e(m)− 1
n
)2
+
∑
j 6=jmin
(
Xe(i, j,m) −M e(m)− 1
n
)2)
= −2ε
λi
(
Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
(4.5)
as we conditioned on Xe(m) = Y (m) = x. Thus,
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
)− f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x, Ci]
= E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Y (m+ 1)) | Xe(m) = Y (m) = x, Ci]
+E
[
f
(
Y (m+ 1)
)− f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = Y (m) = x, Ci] (4.6)
= −2ε
λi
(
Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
+E
[
f
(
Y (m+ 1)
)− f(Y (m)) | Y (m) = x, Ci]
and
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x]
=
K∑
i=1
λiE
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
)− f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x, Ci]
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= −2ε
K∑
i=1
(
Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
+ 1− 1
n
. (4.7)
Note that if there is a neighborhood of size 1, by Condition 1.1 it should be
subset of another neighborhood, of size at least 2. As the terms correspond-
ing to neighborhoods of size 1 in (4.7) will be equal to 0, the equation (4.7)
still holds. Lemma 4.1 is proved.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that the process {Xe(m)}m∈N is constructed using
JSQ routing policy. Then
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x]
= −2
K∑
i=1
∑
j 6=jmin
αij
(
Xe(i, j,m) −Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
+ 1− 1
n
. (4.8)
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Analogously to (4.5),
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Y (m+ 1)) | Xe(m) = Y (m) = x, Ci]
=
∑
j 6=jmin
αij
λi
((
Xe(i, jmin,m) + 1−M e(m)− 1
n
)2
+
∑
j′′ 6=jmin
(
Xe(i, j′′,m)−M e(m)− 1
n
)2
−
((
Y (i, j,m) + 1−M e(m)− 1
n
)2
+
∑
j′ 6=j
(
Y (i, j′,m)−M e(m)− 1
n
)2))
=
∑
j 6=jmin
αij
λi
((
Xe(i, jmin,m) + 1−M e(m)− 1
n
)2
+
(
Xe(i, j,m) −M e(m)− 1
n
)2
−
((
Y (i, j,m) + 1−M e(m)− 1
n
)2
+
(
Y (i, jmin,m)−M e(m)− 1
n
)2))
= −
∑
j 6=jmin
2αij
λi
(
Xe(i, j,m) −Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
. (4.9)
So,
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x, Ci]
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= −
∑
j 6=jmin
2αij
λi
(
Xe(i, j,m) −Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
+E
[
f
(
Y (m+ 1)
) − f(Y (m)) | Y (m) = x, Ci] (4.10)
and
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x]
=
K∑
i=1
λiE
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x, Ci]
= −2
K∑
i=1
∑
j 6=jmin
αij
(
Xe(i, j,m) −Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
+ 1− 1
n
. (4.11)
Lemma 4.2 is proved.
Denote by ei the i-th coordinate vector, i = 1, . . . , n. The next lemma
will be used to bound jumps in f due to any possible one-step changes to x.
Lemma 4.3. Let x ∈ Nn and m(x) = 1n
∑n
j=1 xj . If
∑n
i=1
(
xi−m(x)
)2
> 0,
then for each ei, i = 1, . . . , n,
|f(x+ ei)− f(x)| ≤ 4
√
f(x). (4.12)
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Without loss of generality, consider the first coordinate
vector e1. We have then
f(x+ e1)
=
(
x1 + 1−m(x)− 1
n
)2
+
n∑
i=2
(
xi −m(x)− 1
n
)2
=
(
x1 −m(x)
)2
+ 2
(
x1 −m(x)
)(
1− 1
n
)
+
(
1− 1
n
)2
+
n∑
i=2
(
xi −m(x)
)2 − 2
n
n∑
i=2
(
xi −m(x)
)
+
n− 1
n2
=
n∑
i=1
(
xi −m(x)
)2
+ 2
(
x1 −m(x)
)
+ 1− 1
n
(4.13)
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as
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
xi −m(x)
)
= 0.
Hence for each i = 1, . . . , n we have
f(x+ ei)− f(x) = 2
(
xi −m(x)
)
+ 1− 1
n
. (4.14)
It remains to show that, if
∑n
i=1
(
xi −m(x)
)2
> 0, then∣∣∣2(xi −m(x))+ 1− 1
n
∣∣∣ ≤ 4√f(x).
Note that
∑n
i=1
(
xi − m(x)
)2
> 0 implies that there exists i, j such that
|xi − xj | ≥ 1. Thus, there exists at least one l such that |xl −m(x)| ≥ 1/2
which implies that
√
f(x) ≥ 1/2. So,
|f(x+ ei)− f(x)| ≤ 2|xi −m(x)|+ 1
≤ 2
[ n∑
i=1
(
xi −m(x)
)2]1/2
+ 1
≤ 4
√
f(x).
Lemma 4.3 is proved.
Lemma 4.3 implies that, for any RP, if
∑n
i=1
(
Xei (m) −M e(m)
)2
> 0,
then
∣∣f(Xe(m+ 1)) − f(Xe(m))∣∣ ≤ 4√f(Xe(m)) = 4g(X˜e(m)). (4.15)
It is important to note that the next computations are valid for JSQ and
for ε-PSERP.
Lemma 4.4. There exist c2 > 0 and a > 0, such that for all x ∈ Nn with
max
i=1,...,n
∣∣∣xi − 1
n
n∑
j=1
xj
∣∣∣ ≥ a
it holds that
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m) = x] ≤ −c2√f(x). (4.16)
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Proof of Lemma 4.4. We have
f
(
Xe(m)
)
=
n∑
l=1
(
Xel (m)−M e(m)
)2
≤
K∑
i=1
∑
j∈Si
(
Xej (m)−M e(m)
)2
≤
K∑
i=1
|Si| max
j∈Si
{(
Xej (m)−M e(m)
)2}
≤ n
K∑
i=1
max
j∈Si
{(
Xej (m)−M e(m)
)2}
.
We now show that under Condition 1.1 we have
K∑
i=1
max
j∈Si
(
Xej (m)−M e(m)
)2 ≤ c3( K∑
i=1
(
Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m)
))2
(4.17)
and also
K∑
i=1
max
j∈Si
(
Xej (m)−M e(m)
)2 ≤ c4( K∑
i=1
∑
j 6=jmin
αij
(
Xe(i, j,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m)
))2
.
(4.18)
Let us consider (4.17). If
Xe(i, jmin,m) ≤M e(m) ≤ Xe(i, jmax,m),
then, obviously,
(
Xej (m)−M e(m)
)2 ≤ (Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m))2.
Suppose thatM e(m) < Xe(i, jmin,m) (the caseM
e(m) > Xe(i, jmax,m) can
be treated analogously). Consider the sets of nodes {j : Xej (m) ≤ M e(m)}
and {j : Xej (m) > M e(m)}. By Condition 1.1 some neighbourhood contains
nodes from each of these sets and hence there exists i∗ such that
Xe(i∗, jmin,m) ≤M e(m) ≤ Xe(i∗, jmax,m)
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and a sequence of neighbourhoods indexed by i0 = i, i1, . . . , ik = i
∗ such
that Siℓ−1 ∩ Siℓ 6= ∅, ℓ = 1, . . . , k. Thus,
max
j∈Si
∣∣Xej (m)−M e(m)∣∣
≤ Xe(i, jmax,m)−M e(m)
≤ Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m) +Xe(i, jmin,m)−M e(m)
≤ Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m) +Xe(i1, jmax,m)−M e(m).
(4.19)
The last inequality is due to the fact that, as Si ∩ Si1 6= ∅, it holds
Xe(i, jmin,m) = min
sij∈Si
Xe(i, j,m) ≤ min
sij∈Si∩Si1
Xe(i, j,m)
≤ max
sij∈Si∩Si1
Xe(i, j,m) ≤ max
s
i1
j ∈Si1
Xe(i1, j,m) = X
e(i1, jmax,m)
Continuing (4.19), we get
max
j∈Si
∣∣(Xej (m)−M e(m)∣∣
≤ Xe(i, jmax,m)−M e(m)
≤ Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m) +Xe(i1, jmax,m)−M e(m)
≤ Xe(i, jmax,m)−Xe(i, jmin,m) +Xe(i1, jmax,m)−Xe(i1, jmin,m)
+Xe(i2, jmax,m)−M e(m)
and so on until ik = i
∗ (at the last step one has to use Xe(i∗, jmin,m) ≤
M e(m)). So, we obtain
max
j∈Si
∣∣(Xej (m)−M e(m)∣∣ ≤ k∑
ℓ=0
(
Xe(iℓ, jmax,m)−Xe(iℓ, jmin,m)
)
and (4.17) follows with some c3 ≤ K. The argument for (4.18) is similar.
Then Lemma 4.1 together with (4.17) (for ε-PSERP), and Lemma 4.2
together with (4.18) (for JSQ), imply that, for some c2 > 0,
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+1)
)−f(Xe(m)) | Xe(m)] ≤ −c2√f(Xe(m)) = −c2g(X˜e(m)),
(4.20)
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when f
(
Xe(m)
)
is large enough. Lemma 4.4 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. First, we verify that g
(
X˜e(m)
)
has bounded
jumps. If
∑n
i=1
(
Xei (m) −M e(m)
)2
= 0, then, obviously, g
(
X˜e(m + 1)
) −
g
(
X˜e(m)
) ≤ const. So, suppose that ∑ni=1 (Xei (m)−M e(m))2 > 0.
Using inequality |√1 + b− 1| ≤ |b| for b ≥ −1, we obtain that
∣∣g(X˜e(m+ 1)) − g(X˜e(m))∣∣
=
[
f
(
Xe(m)
)]1/2∣∣∣∣
(
1 +
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m))
f
(
Xe(m)
) )1/2 − 1∣∣∣∣
≤ [f(Xe(m))]1/2∣∣∣∣f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Xe(m))
f
(
Xe(m)
) ∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣f(Xe(m+ 1)) − f(Xe(m))∣∣[
f
(
Xe(m)
)]1/2 (4.21)
≤ 4,
by Lemma 4.3.
Let
A =M∩ {x ∈ Rn : max
i
|xi| < a},
where a is from Lemma 4.4. That is, A is the set of possible configurations
of X˜e such that maxi=1,...,n |X˜ei | < a. Note that the set A is finite. Let us
now prove that
E
[
g
(
X˜e(m+ 1)
)− g(X˜e(m)) | X˜e(m) = x] ≤ −c2/√2,
if x /∈ A. Indeed, if x ∈ M\A, as √1 + b ≤ 1 + b2 for b ≥ −1, we get (using
Lemma 4.4)
E
[
g
(
X˜e(m+ 1)
)− g(X˜e(m)) | X˜e(m) = x]
=
√
f(x)E
[(
1 +
f
(
X˜e(m+ 1)
) − f(X˜e(m))
f
(
X˜e(m)
) )1/2 − 1 ∣∣∣ X˜e(m) = x]
≤ E
[
f
(
X˜e(m+ 1)
) − f(x) | X˜e(m) = x]
2
√
f(x)
≤ −c2
2
.
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Thus, by Theorem 4.1 the process X˜e is positive recurrent.
For τA = inf{m > 0 : X˜e(m+ k) ∈ A}, take now
Sm =
{
g
(
X˜e(m)
)
, if m ≤ τA,
−(m− τA), if m > τA
and apply Theorem 4.3 to the sequence {Sm}. We have that for any δ1 <
c2/2, there exist C and δ2 such that
P[τA > (1− δ1)m | X˜e(k) = x′ /∈ A] < Ce−δ2m.
Note that there exist k and δ > 0 such that for any y ∈ A
P[X˜e(m+ l) = 0 for some l ≤ k | X˜e(m) = y] ≥ δ.
It is then not difficult to obtain that E(ec
′τ | X˜e(k) = x) < ∞, where
τ = inf{m > 0 : X˜e(m) = 0}. This proves part (i).
For the part (ii), fix a routing policy P accordingly to Definition 2.1 and
let Z(m) be the process obtained using this routing policy. That is, when
Z(m) = x, an item that arrives at Si is directed to node s
i
j with probability
P
(i)
j (x), and then Zj(m + 1) = Z(m) + 1, Zl(m + 1) = Zl(m) for l 6= j.
We will compare this process to Xe(m) obtained with JSQ routing policy.
Let these to processes be defined at the same probability space and use the
same arrivals, but the routing policies act independently. Analogously to
Lemma 4.2, we get
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Z(m+ 1)) | Xe(m) = Z(m) = x, Ci]
= −2
∑
j 6=jmin
P
(i)
j (x)
(
Xe(i, j,m) −Xe(i, jmin,m)
)
.
Thus,
E
[
f
(
Xe(m+ 1)
) − f(Z(m+ 1)) | Xe(m) = Z(m) = x]
= −2
K∑
i=1
λi
∑
j 6=jmin
P
(i)
j (x)
(
Xe(i, j,m) −Xe(i, jmin,m)
) ≤ 0, (4.22)
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which proves part (ii). Theorem 3.1 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let Ni(t) be the number of arrivals at Si by time t.
Since Ni(t) is a Poisson process with rate λi, a.s. Ni(t)→∞ and Ni(t)/t→
λi as t→∞, i = 1, . . . , n.
As X˜(t) is recurrent, we have that for almost every realization of the
process X˜(t) there exists an infinite sequence t1, t2, . . . such that X˜(tj) = 0
for all j. For these moments tj we can define
αik(tj) =
λiNik(tj)
Ni(tj)
,
where Nik(tj) is the number of items arrived at Si and routed to node s
i
k
by time tj. So, sending the proportion
αik(tj)
λi
of items arriving at Si to
sik, results in the same number of items at all nodes. As the sequence of
αik(tj) is bounded, we can chose a subsequence αik(tj′)→ αik, as tj′ →∞.
Evidently, αik ≥ 0 and
∑κi
k=1 αik = λi. Then, as
Xl(tj) =
1
n
n∑
l′=1
Xl′(tj) =
1
n
K∑
i=1
Ni(tj)
we obtain
1
n
=
Xl(tj)∑K
i=1Ni(tj)
=
1∑K
i=1Ni(tj)
K∑
i=1
κi∑
m=1
Nim(tj)δl,sim
=
1∑K
i=1Ni(tj)
K∑
i=1
Ni(tj)
κi∑
m=1
Nim(tj)
Ni(tj)
δl,sim
=
tj∑K
i=1Ni(tj)
K∑
i=1
Ni(tj)
tj
κi∑
m=1
αim(tj)
λi
δl,sim .
As
Ni(t)
t
→ λi and t∑K
i=1Ni(t)
→ 1∑K
i=1 λi
= 1,
and αim(tj′) → αim, we see that {αim} is indeed a solution of (2.4) and
Theorem 3.2 is proved.
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4.3 Proof of Theorem 3.3
We will use theorems from [7], therefore let us recall some definitions from
there. A subset C in Rn is called convex if (1 − λ)x + λy ∈ C for every
x ∈ C, y ∈ C and 0 < λ < 1. A subset M in Rn is called an affine set if
(1 − λ)x + λy ∈ M for every x ∈ M , y ∈ M and λ ∈ R. Given any set
A ⊂ Rn there exists a unique smallest affine set containing A (namely, the
intersection of the collection of the affine sets M such that A ⊂M), this set
is called affine hull of A and is denoted by aff A. Given a set A ⊂ Rn the
interior that results when A is regarded as a subset of its affine hull aff A
is called relative interior of A and is denoted by riA. The closure of A is
denoted by clA. Note that cl(clA) = clA and ri(riA) = riA; moreover, if
A is convex, then cl(riA) = clA (see Theorem 6.3 in [7]). If A is convex and
A 6= ∅, then riA 6= ∅ (see Theorem 6.2 in [7]). A set A is called relatively
open if riA = A.
Let us apply the definitions to our model. Note that Λi ∈ Rκi is convex,
i = 1, . . . ,K. By E denote the linear transformation that takes a point
p = (p(1), . . . , p(K)) ∈ Rκ1+···+κK to the point x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn such
that
xℓ =
K∑
i=1
κi∑
j=1
λip
(i)
j δℓ,sij
for ℓ = 1, . . . , n
where, as before, δℓm is a Kronecker delta.
Let L := E(Λ1 × · · · × ΛK) ⊂ Rn and (4.23)
D := F (L) ⊂M ⊂ Rn.
Since, for i = 1, . . . ,K, the set Λi is convex, we see that the set Λ1×· · ·×ΛK
is convex (see Theorem 3.5 in [7]). As E and F are linear transformations,
the sets L andD are convex (see Theorem 3.4 in [7]). Since, for i = 1, . . . ,K,
the set Λi is compact, the set Λ1 × · · · × ΛK is also compact. Since E and
F are linear transformations, and therefore, continuous transformations, we
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see that the sets L and D are compact. In particular, D is closed, that is,
clD = D.
To translate the condition of Theorem 3.3 to the language of convex
analysis, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For any parameters of the model S1, . . . , SK and λ1, . . . , λn,
the following statements are equivalent:
1. 0 ∈ riD;
2. there exists a positive solution αij of the system (2.4).
Proof. Note that ri Λi is the set of points p
(i) = (p
(i)
1 , . . . , p
(i)
κi ) ∈ Rκi such
that 
p
(i)
j > 0 for j = 1, . . . , κi,∑κi
j=1 p
(i)
j = 1
(4.24)
Moreover,
ri(Λ1 × · · · × ΛK) = (ri Λ1)× · · · × (ri ΛK) (4.25)
(see the proof of Corollary 6.6.1 in [7]). Since F ◦E is a linear transformation,
we see that
F
[
E
(
ri(Λ1 × · · · × ΛK)
)]
= riF [E(Λ1 × · · · × ΛK)] = riD
(for the first equality see Theorem 6.6. in [7]).
Thus we have proved that F
[
E
(
(ri Λ1)×· · ·×(ri ΛK)
)]
= riD. Therefore,
y = F [E(p)] ∈ riD if and only if p ∈ (ri Λ1)× · · · × (ri ΛK). Recalling (4.24)
for ri Λi, we get that y = F [E(p)] ∈ riD if and only if
p
(i)
j > 0 for j = 1, . . . , κi and i = 1, . . . ,K,∑κi
j=1 p
(i)
j = 1 for i = 1, . . . ,K.
(4.26)
Suppose that item 1 holds, that is, 0 ∈ riD. Then there exists p ∈
R
κ1+···+κK and x ∈ Rn such that p satisfies (4.26), E(p) = x and F (x) = 0.
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Then we have
n∑
ℓ=1
xℓ =
n∑
ℓ=1
K∑
i=1
κi∑
j=1
λip
(i)
j δl,sij
=
K∑
i=1
κi∑
j=1
λip
(i)
j =
K∑
i=1
λi = 1.
In the first equation we use the definition of E, in the second the fact that∑n
ℓ=1 δl,sij
= 1, in the third the second line from (4.26). Therefore, using the
definition of F , it follows from F (x) = 0 that x = E(p) = ( 1n , . . . ,
1
n). Then∑κi
j=1 λip
(i)
j δl,sij
= 1n for ℓ = 1, . . . , n. We have proved that if 0 ∈ riD then
there exists p ∈ Rκ1+···+κK such that


p
(i)
j > 0 for j = 1, . . . , κi and i = 1, . . . ,K,∑κi
j=1 p
(i)
j = 1 for i = 1, . . . ,K,∑κi
j=1 λip
(i)
j δl,sij
= 1n for ℓ = 1, . . . , n.
(4.27)
Substituting
αij
λi
for p
(i)
j in (4.27), we get a positive solution of (2.4). Thus
item 2 holds.
Now suppose that item 2 holds, that is, there exists p ∈ Rκ1+···+κK that
satisfies (4.27). Let us prove that 0 ∈ riD. Comparing the first and second
line of (4.27) with (4.26), we get F [E(p)] ∈ riD. Let x = E(p). Then
xℓ =
κi∑
j=1
λip
(i)
j δl,sij
=
1
n
.
In the first equation we use the definition of E and in the second the third
line of (4.27). From the definition of F it follows that F (x) = 0. Therefore,
F [E(p)] = 0. Thus 0 = F [E(p)] ∈ riD and item 1 holds.
Let us recall some additional definitions from [7]. For M ⊂ Rn and
a ∈ Rn, the translate of M by a is defined to be set
M + a = {x+ a | x ∈M}.
A translate of an affine set is another affine set. An affine set M is parallel
to an affine set L if M = L + a for some a. Each non-empty affine set is
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parallel to a unique subspace L (see Theorem 1.2 in [7]). The dimension of
a non-empty affine set is defined as the dimension of the subspace parallel
to it. An (n − 1)-dimensional affine set in Rn is called a hyperplane. By
〈·, ·〉 denote the inner product in Rn: 〈x, y〉 =∑ni=1 xiyi. Given β ∈ R and
a non-zero b ∈ Rn, the set
H = {x | 〈x, b〉 = β}
is a hyperplane in Rn; moreover, every hyperplane may be represented in
this way, with b and β unique up to common non-zero multiple (see Theorem
1.3 in [7]).
For any non-zero b ∈ Rn and any β ∈ R, the sets
{x | 〈x, b〉 ≤ β}, {x | 〈x, b〉 ≥ β}
are called closed half-spaces. The sets
{x | 〈x, b〉 < β}, {x | 〈x, b〉 > β}
are called open half-spaces. The half-spaces depend only on the hyperplane
H = {x : 〈x, b〉 = β}. One may speak unambiguously, therefore, of the open
and closed hyperspaces corresponding to a given hyperplane.
Let C1 and C2 be non-empty sets in R
n. A hyperplane is said to separate
C1 and C2 if C1 is contained in one of the closed half spaces associated with
H and C2 lies in the opposite half-space. It is said that to separate C1 and
C2 properly if C1 and C2 are not both actually contained in H itself.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.3. By Lemma 4.5, we have 0 /∈
riD.
Note that the one point set {0} is an affine set, riD is a relatively open
convex set and (riD) ∩ {0} = ∅. Therefore, there exists a hyperplane H
containing 0 such that one of the open half-spaces associated withH contains
riD (see Theorem 11.2 in [7]). Since 0 ∈ H, we see that H = {x : 〈x, b〉 = 0}
with some b ∈ Rn, b 6= 0. Substituting, if it is necessary, −b for b, we see
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that there is a linear functional f : Rn → R that sends point y ∈ Rn to value
〈y, b〉, and if y ∈ riD, then f(y) > 0.
Recall that the state space of the Markov chain X˜e(m) is M. Since
riD ⊂ M, we see that there is a point z ∈ M ⊂ M such that f(z) > 0.
Also, 0 ∈ M and f(0) = 0. To prove that X˜e(m) is not positive recurrent
let us apply Theorem 4.2 to the Markov chain X˜e(m) and the function f .
To apply the theorem, we see that it is enough to check that
E
[
f
(
X˜e(m+ 1)
) − f(X˜e(m)) | X˜e(m) = z] ≥ 0 for any z ∈ M (4.28)
To prove (4.28) it is enough to prove
E
[
f
(
F [Xe(m+ 1)]
) − f(F [Xe(m)]) | Xe(m) = x] ≥ 0 ∀x ∈ Nn (4.29)
To prove (4.29), we need some notation. For i = 1, . . . ,K, denote by
e
(i)
j the j-th coordinate vector in R
κi . By T denote the linear transfor-
mation that takes a point p = (p(1), . . . , p(K)) ∈ Rκ1+···+κK to the point
x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn such that
xℓ =
K∑
i=1
κi∑
j=1
p
(i)
j δℓ,sij
for ℓ = 1, . . . , n
In particular, T takes the point e
(i)
j to the point x such that xℓ = δℓ,sij
, for
l = 1, . . . , n.
Let us prove (4.29). Take any x ∈ Nn. Recall that, for routing policy P ,
we have p = P (x) ∈ Λ1 × · · · × ΛK . Moreover,
E
[
f
(
F [Xe(m+ 1)]
) − f(F [Xe(m)]) | Xe(m) = x]
=
K∑
i=1
κi∑
j=1
λip
(i)
j
{
f
(
F [x+ T (e
(i)
j )]
) − f(F [x])}
=
K∑
i=1
κi∑
j=1
λip
(i)
j f
(
F [T (e
(i)
j )]
)
= f
(
F
[ K∑
i=1
κi∑
j=1
λip
(i)
j T (e
(i)
j )
])
= f
(
F [E(p)]
) ≥ 0.
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In the second and third equalities we use that f ◦ F is a linear functional.
Let us check the last inequality. We have
F [E(p)] ∈ F [E(Λ1 × · · · × ΛK)] = D.
Since D is closed and convex, we see that cl(riD) = clD = D (see the
properties of operations ri and cl in the beginning of Section 4.3). Note
that f(y) > 0 for y ∈ riD and linear functional f is continuous, therefore,
f(y) ≥ 0 for y ∈ cl(riD) = D.
Thus all conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied and Theorem 3.3 is
proved.
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